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Abstract 
We explore a new strategy to tune the conductivity of molecular electronic devices: 
captodative substitution. We demonstrate that a careful design of such substitution schemes on 
a benzene parental structure can enhance the conductivity by almost an order of magnitude 
under small bias. Once this new strategy has been established, we apply it to molecular wires 
and demonstrate that it enables the unprecedented anti-Ohmic design of wires whose 
conductivity increases with the length. Overall, the captodative substitution approach provides 
a very promising pathway towards full chemical control of the conductivity of molecules 
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which opens up the possibility to design molecular switches with an improved on/off ratio 
among others. 
Introduction 
The effect of substitution on the transport properties of conjugated molecules has received 
significant attention lately. Most studies up to this point have focused on their influence on the 
occurrence of Quantum Interference (QI)   around the Fermi level. Yoshizawa and co-workers †
demonstrated that heteroatom substitution generally only shifts QI features away or towards 
the Fermi level, but does not eliminate it completely.   However, the experimental and ‡
computational results of Lissau et al. seem to suggest that carefully designed donor-acceptor 
substitution schemes in combination with environmental influences such as an applied electric 
field are capable of such a feat.   The gradual suppression of the QI upon substitution with §
more pronounced push-pull substituents observed in their work was rationalized through 
Valence Bond (VB) arguments: QI occurs as long as cross-conjugated resonance structures 
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dominate the resonance hybrid; it is diminished when the push-pull mechanism raises the 
percentage of a non-cross-conjugated resonance structure. According to this reasoning, the 
weight of the cross-conjugating resonance structure could be probed by examining the single-
molecule conductance. Tsuji et al. recently derived theoretically that the introduction of 
heteroatoms in the linker units connecting the molecule to the contacts does not influence QI 
in the region in the transmission spectrum limited by the HOMO-LUMO peaks (cf. Linker 
Theorem).   Garner and co-workers focused on the influence of electron-withdrawing and **
electron-donating substituents on the position of QI features in the region between the peaks 
corresponding to HOMO and LUMO in the transmission spectrum for aromatic molecules.    ††
The direct enhancement of conductance under small bias without the exploitation of 
interference effects has received much less attention until recently. Some (mainly 
experimental) studies have considered the realignment of the Fermi levels of the contacts and 
the substituted molecules compared to their pristine analogues and the resulting changes in 
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the measured conductance.   ,  ,   Proppe and Herrmann reported that bond stretching is ‡‡ §§ ***
capable of increasing the conductance for linear polyenes.   Other groups have tried to †††
determine the relationship between the magnitude of conductance under small bias and 
aromaticity.  -   Some of the authors of the present study connected the magnitude of ‡‡‡ §§§
transmission around the Fermi level (TF) for alternant hydrocarbons to the weight of the 
diradical resonance structures with radical centers located on the contact positions (see Fig. 
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1a).   In this work, chemical intuition was used to estimate the relative weight of diradical ****
resonance structures so that computationally expensive VB calculations could be avoided.  -††††
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Figure 1. (a) Consideration of the relative weight of specific diradical resonance 
structures in the resonance hybrid enables an estimation of the magnitude of the 
transmission probability when contacts are connected to the molecule through the 
positions corresponding to the radical centers in these structures. The first diradical 
resonance structure in the figure is relatively stabilized compared to the structures 
to the right due to the presence of two benzene sextets.16,17 The second resonance 
structure contains a single naphthalene ring and is thus less stabilized. The third 
structure is not stabilized by aromatic rings. Since the first structure is most 
stabilized, it has the biggest relative weight in the resonance hybrid and, as a 
result, the highest transmission probability around the Fermi level will be obtained 
when contacts are connected to the radical centers in this structure; (b) the quinoid 
wire (depicted here with three repeating units) predicted to become more 
conducting with increasing length and its main diradical resonance structure. The 
weight of this diradical resonance structure in the resonance hybrid increases as 
more phenyl units are added to the wire, and consequently, the wire will become 
Some of the predictions made in Ref. 16 could be verified through analysis of experimental 
data found in the literature, for example the increased conductivity of pentacene compared to 
anthracene when connected to the contacts through the middle rings.   Other predictions §§§§
made in Ref. 16 are harder to assess experimentally, given the expected instability of some of 
the compounds involved. A remarkable system considered there was a molecular wire which 
had been proposed before to become more conductive as the wire becomes longer (cf. Fig. 
1b),  ,   in phenomenological violation of the classical Ohm’s law. Unfortunately, an ***** †††††
experimental verification of this prediction will be all but impossible, given the known 
instability of quinoid structures,  ,   the building blocks of the proposed wire. ‡‡‡‡‡ §§§§§
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In this work, we explore a novel way to tune the diradical character of a molecule and 
ultimately design a wire with the remarkable conductance increasing with the length.   To ******
this end, we turn to a powerful idea which originated a long time ago in the search for stable 
radicals and has inspired plenty of applications in different fields ever since: captodative 
substitution.  -   Such a substitution strategy generally involves an acceptor (capto-) †††††† ‡‡‡‡‡‡
and a donor (-dative). The two components sandwich and stabilize a radical center. The 
stabilization arises from the energy lowering of the donor’s HOMO as it has a bonding 
interaction with the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) of the radical center; 
meanwhile the corresponding antibonding interaction is mitigated by the overlap between the 
SOMO and the acceptor’s LUMO (for more information, see Fig. 2 and Ref. 27 and 30). One 
way to exert the captodative strategy is through BN-substitution, in which N takes the role of 
donor and B the role of acceptor (for a list of other potential donor and acceptor components 
we refer to the work by Pasto and Viehe and co-workers).  ,26 §§§§§§
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Figure 2. Frontier orbital interaction scheme for captodative stabilization in the 
NH2CHBH2 radical. Overall, the orbital interactions stabilize the BCN system. The 
doubly-occupied MO in the dashed box is significantly lower in energy than the N 
lone pair orbital, more than compensating for the slight destabilization of the singly-
occupied MO in the box compared to the SOMO on C (adapted from Ref. 30).
In Refs.   -  , the captodative strategy was used to enhance diradical ******* †††††††
character  -   as a way to design singlet fission chromophores.  ,   Given ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ §§§§§§§ ******** ††††††††
the rationale in Ref. 16, we expect that this strategy can be used to enhance conductance in 
molecular electronics, also through enhancing diradical character. We report the first attempt 
in this direction here. Please note the difference between the work of Lissau et al. and ours, 
although donor-acceptor (DA) substitution is used in both. In the former work, single DA pair 
is introduced to facilitate the suppression of the effects of cross-conjugation (the presence the 
QI feature in the transmission spectrum) by environmental influences, i.e., the applied electric 
field. In the present work, two DA pairs are introduced, each stabilizing one radical center, to 
enhance the diradical character of the substituted structure, and consequently enhance its 
conductance directly. The two strategies are fundamentally different. 
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Another motivation for this work is the great success in azaborine synthesis in the past half a 
century. The first BN-substituted aromatic compound was reported by Dewar   and since ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡
then, the knowledge about the synthesis of BN-substituted aromatic hydrocarbons has 
increased significantly.  -   Recently, BN-substituted fullerenes and their potential §§§§§§§§ *********
use in molecular electronic applications have also started to gain attention.  -   We ††††††††† ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡
believe that the BN-based captodative substitution scheme provides a very promising pathway 
towards full chemical control of the conductivity of molecules, and cross-links the field of 
molecular electronics to the likewise vibrant field of azaborine chemistry. 
Computational Methods 
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The electron transport calculations were performed using the Non-Equilibrium Green’s 
Function (NEGF) method combined with DFT as implemented in the Artaios 
code,  ,   a postprocessing tool for output from electronic structure calculations §§§§§§§§§ **********
with various quantum chemistry codes, among which Gaussian 09.   Au (111) surfaces ††††††††††
were chosen as the electrodes and thiolethynyl linkers (-C≡C-SH) were added to the molecule 
to facilitate the connection to the contacts. In the first step, the examined structures were 
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optimized at the B3LYP  ,  ,  ,  /6-31G(d) level of theory. After ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ §§§§§§§§§§ *********** †††††††††††
this optimization, the thiol’s hydrogen atoms were removed and Au9 clusters, approximating 
the electrode surface, were attached in accordance with the methodology presented in a recent 
study.   The adsorption site is the fcc-hollow site. The Au-S distance was set to 2.48 ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡
Å.   For the resulting structures, single-point calculations were performed at the §§§§§§§§§§§
B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. In the final step, the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices were 
extracted to carry out the NEGF calculation within the wide-band-limit (WBL) 
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approximation.   In the WBL approximation, we used a constant value of 0.036 eV−1 ************
for the local density of states (LDOS) of the electrode surface. This value was taken from the 
literature.63 To estimate the diradical character, structures of compounds 1-4 were optimized 
at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Complete-active-space self-consistent-field 
(CASSCF) calculations with the same basis set were carried out for those structures to obtain 
nL of the ground state wave functions. The active spaces include all  orbitals and the  lone pair 
orbitals on O. The monomer calculations were carried out using GAMESS-
US.  ,   †††††††††††† ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡
Results and Discussion 
We first take a look at a compound proposed by Zeng et al.30 (compound 2 in Fig. 3) as 
potential candidates for more conducting alternatives for benzene (1 in Fig. 3). This C2h 
diazadiborine structure has increased diradical character with radical centers in para 
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positions; such an electronic structure, according to the rationale laid out in Ref. 16, is 
expected to increase the conductance compared to the pristine benzene analogue when 
contacts are connected to the para carbon atoms. The increased diradical character for 
compound 2 can be intuitively understood as arising from stitching up two of the BN-
stabilized methyl radicals (cf. Fig. 2). As a reflection of the enhanced diradical character, the 
occupation number of the lowest unoccupied natural orbitals nL, an indicator of the diradical 
character of a compound,36,37,   was calculated to be 0.098 and 0.150 for compound 1 §§§§§§§§§§§§
and 2, respectively. 
"  
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Figure 3. The monomer structures discussed in this manuscript.
In order to be able to measure the conductivity of a compound through a Mechanically 
Controlled Break Junction (MCBJ) or Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) experiment, the 
compound has to be connected to linker units which are responsible for the anchoring of the 
molecule to the (usually Au) contacts. In this work, ethynylthiol linkers were considered (see 
Fig. 4 for the resulting structures).    Calculation of the transmission spectrum of the *************
resulting structures using the Artaios code55 gives the transmission spectra in Fig. 4 (see the 
Computational Methods section for computational details). 
As expected, TF of compound 2 is much higher than that of compound 1, leading to the 
conclusion that the conductance under small bias for compound 2 will indeed be enhanced. 
Is it possible to enhance the conductivity of benzene even further by modifying substitution 
patterns? Zeng et al.30 and Akdag et al.34 considered quite a number of captodative 
substitution schemes, several of which stay within the hexagonal motif of benzene and can be 
identified as potential stabilizers of diradical resonance structures. We consider two of their 
most promising substitution schemes that contain even more substantial diradical character 
(compound 3 and 4, cf. Fig. 3). In compound 3, the acceptor ability of B is augmented due to 
the electronegative F attached to it, leading to a further increase in the diradical character 
compared to compound 2 (nl = 0.216). Compound 4, which is -isoelectronic and isosteric to 3, 
has been determined to have an even higher diradical character (nL = 0.226).  
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From the specific viewpoint of single molecule electronics, compound 4 is a very interesting 
one. It combines two counteracting effects: the transmission probability is enhanced due to an 
increase in the weight of the diradical character; the diradical resonance structure contains 
keto groups (cf. Fig. 3), which have been identified as inducers of QI and to block the path of 
the current.3,  -   Consideration of this compound allows us to probe which ††††††††††††† ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡
of these two effects is dominant (will the current be enhanced or decreased around the Fermi 
level?). The transmission spectra for compounds 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 4, in comparison 
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Figure 4. The transmission spectra of compound 1-4.
It is straightforward to see in Fig. 4 that TF increases as one goes from compound 1 to 
compound 4, i.e., in the direction of increasing diradical character. As such, this demonstrates 
clearly that captodative substitution can indeed be used as a strategy to enhance the 
conductivity of molecular electronic devices. In the spectrum of compound 4, no sign of a QI 
can be observed in the region around the Fermi level, leading to the conclusion that the 
enhancement effect is dominant. It is worth mentioning that, although neither compounds 3 
nor 4 has been synthesized (yet), compounds 3a and 3b (cf. Fig. 3), which share similar 
structural features with 3, have been synthesized.  ,   This raises our §§§§§§§§§§§§§ **************
confidence in the realism of the captodative strategy. 
Given the substantial increase of conductance in compounds 2-4, it is now natural to consider 
employing the captodative strategy to design molecular wires that have their conductance 
increasing along with their lengths like it was first described for quinoid wires (Fig. 1b). We 
first compare an oligophenylene wire (wire 1 in Fig. 5) and its BN-substituted analogue (wire 
2). 
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Figure 5. The wires with compound 1, 2, 3 and 4 as repeating units together with 
their diradical resonance structures. We will refer to these wires as wires 1, 2, 3 
"  
 
For the oligophenylene wire, the obtained transmission spectra are presented in Fig. 6a. One 
clearly observes that, as the length of the wire 1 increases, TF (and thus also the conductance 
under small bias) decreases. This corresponds to the traditionally expected Ohmic behavior of 
a molecular wire. The most stable resonance structure of such a wire has all benzene rings in 
the sextet form. As the length increases, forming the terminal diradical in wire 1 requires to 
break more and more sextet rings and is hence more unfavorable. 
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Figure 6. The transmission spectra for (a) wires 1 (compound 1,5,6), (b) 2 
(compound 2,7,8), (c) 3 (compound 3,9,10), and (d) 4 (compound 4,11,12).
The corresponding transmission spectra of wire 2 are presented in Fig. 6b. Instead of the 
exponential decrease observed for wire 1, TF of wire 2 remains largely unchanged as the 
length of the wire increases and more units are added. The captodative substitution increases 
the diradical character of the BN-ring and reduces its propensity of having sextet stabilization. 
When the BN-rings are connected, there will be -covalent coupling between the radical 
centers on adjacent rings, while the centers at the two ends are still open. This then results in 
the invariant conductance with increasing length.  
The two wires’ different behaviors in conductance are consistent with their structures. Wire 2 
is entirely flat, although it experiences a similar steric hindrance as the one that causes the 
dihedral angle between the two phenyl groups in biphenyl. This flatness arises from the 
formation of inter-ring -bonds and is consistent with an increased weight of the resonance 
structure with the radical centers at the two ends of the chain. The phenyl units in wire 1, 
however, have a dihedral angle of 36° between them and the formation of the inter-ring -
bonds is frustrated. Each benzene ring is aromatically stabilized; formation of the inter-ring -
bonds and hence the coplanar configuration is disfavored, and there is no driving force to 
leave radical centers at the ends. The steric hindrance forces the rings to rotate about the inter-
ring single bonds, which feature low rotational barrier.   The different bonding ††††††††††††††
patterns in wires 1 and 2 are also reflected by the inter-ring CC bond lengths, which are about 
1.48 and 1.44 Å, respectively. 
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The invariant conductance of wire 2, although approaching the expected behavior of the 
quinoid wire in Fig. 1b, is not sufficient. We move on to consider two wires with compounds 
3 and 4 as repeating units, respectively (Fig. 5). Fig. 6c demonstrates that TF of wire 3 
increases significantly as the length of the wire increases; this is exactly the anti-Ohmic 
conductance that we want to achieve. We note that this wire is perfectly flat as well. In 
addition to the higher diradical character in 3 vs. 2, the inter-ring F…H hydrogen bonds (1.98 
Å) favor such a coplanar structure and strengthen the inter-ring -bonds. As a reflection of the 
stronger -bonds, the inter-ring C-C bond lengths in wire 3 are even shorter than in wire 2 
(1.41 Å vs 1.44 Å).  
The transmission spectra for wire 4 can be found in Fig. 6d. For this wire, we don’t observe 
the same increase of TF with the length as predicted for wire 3, even though the diradical 
character for compound 4 is higher (see before). This reversed behavior is caused by the steric 
hindrance between the methyls and ketones. The dihedral angle between the phenyl units is 
52°, which impedes the formation of the inter-ring -bonds and the radical centers at the ends. 
The decreased conductance of the longer analogues ensues. To verify that this effect can be 
almost entirely attributed to the steric effect, the evolution of the transmission spectrum with 
the length for wire 3, for which the inter-ring dihedral angles are set to the value of wire 4, is 
presented in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. As expected, a drop-off is observed in this 
case as well, supporting our assertion. Finally, an overview of the behavior of the four wires’ 
TF is presented in Fig. S3. 
Conclusions 
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While it is not entirely clear whether the considered molecular wires are chemically 
persistent, we think that our captodative substitution strategy to obtain anti-Ohmic nano 
conductors is definitely worthy of further exploration. More scrutiny of this new substitution 
strategy to enhance the conductivity of molecules may lead to the proposal of other wires, 
more feasible to treat experimentally and/or leading to an even more pronounced increase in 
the conductance with the length of the wire. As such, we think that the present paper not only 
offers experimental chemists a possible pathway towards verification of the hypothesis 
outlined, that under small bias molecular wires do not necessarily demonstrate a decreasing 
conductance as they become longer, but, more generally speaking, provides a proof of 
principle that captodative substitution is a viable strategy to fine-tune the conductivity of 
molecules and polymers. The capability to fine-tune the conductivity of molecular electronic 
devices could be of great interest for the molecular electronics community. For example, this 
strategy offers a pathway to the design of improved quantum-interference exploiting 
molecular switches in which the on/off ratio is increased by tuning the conductivity of the on-
state (the state without quantum interference) through captodative effects. 
Supporting Information 
See Supporting Information for the transmission spectra for wire 3 with the dihedral angle 
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